
 

Low Carbon Contracts Company Congratulates CFD holders on passing their 

Milestone Requirement  

7 June 2016 

Low Carbon Contracts Company (‘LCCC’) is pleased to announce that a fourth group of projects with 

Contracts for Difference (‘CFDs’) have passed their Milestone Requirement. A total of 27 projects 

have reached their milestone, with the most recent additions listed below:  

 

Project Name Technology Capacity MW 

Solwaybank Wind Farm Onshore Wind 30 

Bad a Cheo Wind Farm Onshore Wind 26.65 

Tralorg Wind Farm Onshore Wind 18.8 

Nanclach Wind Farm Onshore Wind 39.10 

Hornsea Offshore Wind 1200 

Beatrice Offshore Wind 588 

EA1 Wind Farm Offshore Wind 714 

K3 CHP Facility Energy from Waste 45 

Charity Farm Solar Photovoltaic 11.94 

 

A wide range of different technologies have met their Milestone Requirements to date; including 

offshore wind, solar photovoltaic, advanced conversion technology and onshore wind. 

In its role as counterparty to the CFD contracts, LCCC takes into account its guiding principle which is 

to “maintain investor confidence in the CFD regime and minimise costs to consumers”.  The CFD 

scheme is intended to support the Government’s objectives of ensuring the UK has secure, clean and 

affordable energy supplies. 

Notes to Editor 

• LCCC is designated as the private law counterparty to CFDs. LCCC is wholly owned by the Secretary of State for Energy and 

Climate Change. 

• It manages CFDs awarded as a result of the first CFD Allocation Round in 2015 and Investment Contracts awarded under the 

Department of Energy and Climate Change’s Final Investment Decision Enabling for Renewables Process in 2014. 

• Within 12 months of the CFD being allocated, a generator must demonstrate their commitment to delivering the project by 

meeting one of the following two Milestones: 

• By incurring actual spend equal to 10% of the expected development and construction costs (Total Project Pre-Commissioning 

Costs); or 

• By evidencing various “project commitments”, including that contracts are in place to buy all of the Material Equipment for the 

generation and export of electricity and proving the means to finance the project. 

• LCCC has a practice of making an announcement in relation to the achievement of the Milestone Requirement only in respect 

of CFD generators who have consented to an announcement being made.   

• Information about all contracts currently managed by Low Carbon Contracts Company can be found on the CFD Register on the 

company’s website: https://lowcarboncontracts.uk/cfds. 



 

• For more information on this release please email info@lowcarboncontracts.uk 


